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DEFAMATION: ENVIRONMENTAL ALLEGATIONS AGAINST FRACKING COMPANIES ARE DEFAMATORY PER SE IN TEXAS

Jessica Schauwecker*

STEVEN Lipsky, a homeowner in Weatherford, Texas, sued Range Resources Corporation (Range), an oil and gas exploration and production company that had used hydraulic fracturing (fracking) to drill two gas wells beneath the Lipsky home, for gross negligence and nuisance upon discovering that he could light his well water on fire.1 Despite the Texas Railroad Commission’s determination that the gas in the Lipsky well had leaked from the shallower Strawn formation, rather than from the Barnett Shale formation, which lies more than a mile below the well and into which the Range wells were drilled,2 Lipsky continued to assert Range’s fault in the matter, even after the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) inexplicably withdrew its administrative order against Range.3 Meanwhile, Range moved to dismiss Lipsky’s claims and filed counterclaims against the homeowner for defamation, business disparagement, and civil conspiracy.4

The trial court granted Range’s motion to dismiss and denied Lipsky’s motion to dismiss the counterclaims under the Texas Citizens Participation Act (TCPA), an act that “protects citizens from retaliatory lawsuits that seek to intimidate or silence them on matters of public concern.”5 On appeal, the Fort Worth Court of Appeals dismissed Range’s civil conspiracy claim but upheld the claims against Lipsky for business disparagement and defamation, finding that Range had satisfied the “clear and specific evidence standard” to establish a prima facie case under the TCPA.6 Both Range and Lipsky sought mandamus relief in the Texas Su-
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1. In re Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d 579, 584–85 (Tex. 2015).
2. Id. at 595.
3. Id. at 585–86.
4. Id. at 585.
5. Id. at 585–86.
6. Id. at 590–91.
preme Court,\(^7\) which subsequently dismissed Range’s business disparagement claim for failure to establish economic loss by clear and specific evidence.\(^8\) However, despite Range’s failure to provide more than conclusory statements of special damages, the court upheld the defamation claim as defamation per se.\(^9\)

Because defamation per se, without proof of special damages, yields only nominal damages to a successful plaintiff, the public generally viewed the Texas Supreme Court’s decision as a victory for Lipsky and a strike against powerful oil and gas companies who would seek to suppress free expression on matters of public concern, such as fracking.\(^10\) Similarly, the legal community focused primarily on the court’s interpretation of the “clear and specific evidence” standard under the TCPA and its resolution of the previous split on the issue among Texas courts of appeals.\(^11\) The potential implications of the court’s holding on Range’s defamation per se claim have been either overlooked or ignored.\(^12\) While defamation per se generally renders only nominal damages that, when viewed in isolation, may have little impact on the defendant’s financial wellbeing, the viability of such suits by plaintiff corporations against individuals and the accompanying court and attorney costs may prove sufficient to stanch free speech regarding certain matters of public concern such as environmental harm, thereby directly negating the intended safeguards provided by the TCPA.\(^13\) Thus, while the Texas Supreme Court’s interpretation of the TCPA and dismissal of Range’s business disparagement claim may have indeed provided an immediate victory for Steven Lipsky, it may be that the court’s new, broader application of defamation per se will stifle under-supported allegations against fracking operations and so prove an ultimate victory for the oil and gas industry.\(^14\)

In Texas, the category of defamation per se pertaining to statements that “adversely reflect on a person’s fitness to conduct his or her business or trade”\(^15\) has been traditionally limited in reach, including only those statements that have a negative effect on some aspect peculiar to the person’s business or trade.\(^16\) For example, describing a person as a “liar” or “crook” is not defamatory per se, regardless of the person’s occupation, as such labels are not harmful in any specific business or trade, but rather

\(^7\) Id. at 586.
\(^8\) Id. at 593.
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\(^12\) See LakeSuperior, supra note 10.
\(^13\) See Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d at 593.
\(^14\) See id.
\(^15\) Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d at 596.
\(^16\) See id.
Defamation reflect negatively upon the person’s character in general.\textsuperscript{17} Similarly, alleging that a merchant failed to pay a debt\textsuperscript{18} or accusing a physician of untruthfulness\textsuperscript{19} does not injure the person in his or her specific profession and so is not defamatory without proof of special damages. On the other hand, alleging that a physician experimented with an illegal drug on his patients without their consent is defamatory per se, as such a statement directly injures the physician in his profession.\textsuperscript{20}

The Texas Supreme Court’s finding of defamation per se in \textit{Lipsky} falls beyond the narrow bounds drawn in prior case law.\textsuperscript{21} In contrast to the court’s lengthy discussion of the standard of proof under the TCPA, the \textit{Lipsky} court dealt with the issue of defamation per se in a single paragraph.\textsuperscript{22} The court simply stated that, because “[e]nvironmental responsibility is an attribute particularly important to those in the energy industry—no more so than natural gas producers . . . who employ horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing in their business,” Lipsky’s allegation that Range’s fracking contaminated his well water reflected adversely on Range’s fitness to produce natural gas.\textsuperscript{23} Yet, despite its quick disposal of the issue, the court’s holding regarding Range’s defamation counterclaim was not mere dicta. The finding of defamation per se was essential to the outcome of the proceeding, as it alone prevented complete dismissal of Range’s claims against Lipsky.\textsuperscript{24} Thus, the court’s declaration that environmental accusations against fracking companies are defamatory per se will bear precedential weight for future Texas decisions.

Of course, there is no dispute that environmental responsibility is an important aspect of oil and gas exploration and production. But surely not only natural gas producers’ businesses would be damaged by allegations of environmental harm. Electricity generation, coal mining, agriculture, and numerous other industries have generated public attention due to possible adverse environmental impact.\textsuperscript{25} Even groundwater contamination is not a problem specific to fracking.\textsuperscript{26} Certainly well water pollu-
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tion would not tie as specifically to fracking as illegal drug experimentation on patients would to the work of a physician.\(^{27}\)

Furthermore, although false allegations of groundwater contamination would likely result in public disapproval of Range and its fracking operations, Range does not sell or deal directly in business with the public at large.\(^{28}\) As an exploration, production, and transportation company, Range primarily drills, produces, and transports crude oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids to processing plants and intermediary markets, which then resell the finished products to vendors and consumers as fuel and other commodities.\(^{29}\) Thus, while Lipsky's accusations might have some minor effect on Range's relationship with public investors,\(^{30}\) any damage to Range's public reputation would be unlikely to directly affect the company's profits or detrimentally to impact its contracts with downstream purchasers, who are more likely to recognize the falsity of the accusation and unlikely to end their relationship with Range due to one instance of environmental contamination. Similarly, Lipsky's communication with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was not likely to cause significant harm to Range's business if the accusations proved false, as the EPA was required to, and did, conduct an independent study before assuming fault.\(^{31}\)

Not only does the court's holding in \textit{Lipsky} broaden the scope of statements considered to adversely affect a person in his or her business, but it may also place accusations of environmental harm more definitively within that category of defamation per se than does prior Texas case law.\(^{32}\) In \textit{Waste Management of Texas, Inc. v. Texas Disposal Systems Landfill, Inc.}, Waste Management, a waste-removal and landfill-services company, sent a written "Action Alert" to environmental and community leaders in Austin, Texas, alleging that Texas Disposal, a competitor company, was environmentally unsound in its operations and that Texas Disposal's landfill contract with the City of San Antonio would therefore lead to environmental problems.\(^{33}\) Despite the evident tendency of these statements to adversely affect Texas Disposal in its business as a landfill services provider, especially given the station of the recipients of the Action Alert and Waste Management's express intent to upset the contract


\(^{31}\) See \textit{In re Lipsky}, 460 S.W.3d 579, 585 (Tex. 2015).


\(^{33}\) Id.
between San Antonio and Texas Disposal and thus eliminate Texas Disposal as a competitor, the court did not immediately declare the Action Alert defamatory per se. Instead, the court ruled that the question of defamation per se should be submitted to the jury, as there were "underlying fact issues regarding whether Waste Management’s Action Alert was defamatory per se—i.e., whether the meaning and effect of the words in the Action Alert tended to affect Texas Disposal injuriously in its business." Surely if such direct statements regarding a landfill company's environmental integrity, explicitly intended to deprive the company of contracted business and directed to the attention of persons with particular interest and power to influence decision-making, required a jury to determine whether or not the statement adversely reflected on the company's fitness to conduct business, then Lipsky’s allegation of a single instance of groundwater pollution by Range merits some hesitation as to whether defamation per se should apply.

Even if the Lipsky decision has not significantly expanded the category of defamation per se involving statements adversely reflecting upon a person in his or her business or trade, allegations against natural gas producers of causing environmental harm through fracking should not be held defamatory without proof of special damages on account of the sheer number of potential claims to which such holding could give rise. The environmental effects of fracking are subjects of hot debate throughout the United States. Fracking has been blamed not only for groundwater contamination, but also for causing air pollution, health defects, and even earthquakes. Texas nonprofit and political groups have banded against proposed and current fracking operations, organizing and conducting protests and garnering media attention. In November 2015,

34. Id. Waste Management’s direction of the Action Alert to environmental and community leaders may bear some factual similarity to Lipsky’s communication with the EPA regarding the well water contamination. See id.; Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d at 585. However, unlike environmental activists, who might presume blame and take immediate action upon notice of an environmental threat, the EPA, as a government agency, was required to, and did in fact, investigate the source of contamination before taking action against Range. See Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d at 585. Furthermore, Lipsky’s primary motivation in reporting the contamination to the EPA was to remedy the environmental harm through either injunction or damages, whereas Waste Management’s express aim in defaming Texas Disposal was to disparage Texas Disposal’s business reputation and eliminate the company as a competitor. See id.; Waste Mgmt., 2012 WL 1810215, at *1.


36. See id.; Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d at 585.


Denton community activists were successful in persuading the city council to pass a temporary ban on fracking operations.40

In jurisdictions outside of Texas, homeowners and community organizations have filed lawsuits seeking damages and injunctions against companies conducting fracking operations.41 Plaintiffs have filed claims of nuisance and trespass, alleging that fracking has contaminated both groundwater and air,42 as well as claims of negligence and nondisclosure of material facts regarding the chemicals contained in fracking fluid and their potential to cause harmful environmental and health effects.43 The decisions in such suits have varied, with some courts declining to grant monetary or injunctive relief when the claimed harm remains conclusory and unproven,44 while other courts have willingly sustained verdicts against defendant natural gas producers.45 The prevalence of public and media debate over the purported harms of fracking has had some impact on the outcomes of these legal disputes, especially in jury trials.46 For example, in *Hiser v. XTO Energy, Inc.*, a case arising from an Arkansas homeowner’s allegations that XTO’s natural gas drilling had caused damaging vibrations on his property, the Eighth Circuit sustained a jury verdict against XTO, despite the jurors’ discussion of “extra-record evidence” and preconceived notions that earthquakes could be caused by fracking.47

While Texas courts have not yet been inundated by claims of environmental damage from fracking, possibly because of the state’s economic interest in the oil and gas industry and vast shale reserves that can only be accessed by fracking, it is merely a matter of time before expanding natural gas production spawns more lawsuits by homeowners and activists.48 However, the Texas Supreme Court’s holding in *Lipsky* may deter potential plaintiffs from seeking to recover damages for nuisance or trespass, or even from reporting negative effects of fracking to the media or EPA.49 It

---


44. See *Tucker*, 2012 WL 528253, at *1.

45. See *Hiser*, 768 F.3d at 773.

46. See id.
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49. See In re *Lipsky*, 460 S.W.3d 579, 596 (Tex. 2015).
Defamation is true, of course, as those who declared victory for Lipsky after the Texas Supreme Court’s decision so aptly observed, that a finding of defamation per se, with no proof of economic harm, can yield at most an award of nominal damages, which are unlikely to set a defendant back more than a few dollars. But in addition to nominal damages, the defendant against a claim of defamation per se by a corporate plaintiff incurs attorney’s fees and court costs and also risks much larger special damages if the company is able to prove economic harm. Thus, homeowners and nonprofit organizations may choose to refrain from allegations against fracking companies, even upon clear evidence of adverse environmental effects, under the looming threat of a defamation counterclaim and its associated costs. Surely this deterrent counteracts the protection of public interest speech intended under the Texas Citizens Participation Act and the Act’s construal by the court in Lipsky.

Frivolous lawsuits are a burden on Texas courts both temporally and financially. Meritless claims waste the time and money of both the judiciary and litigants and further burden the state’s already-congested courts. On the other hand, legitimate suits should not be barred by overwhelming costs and hurdles, and prohibitions on speech related to public interest—speech that is protected under the First Amendment—should not be imposed lightly. The Texas Supreme Court’s holding in Lipsky constitutes an unprecedented expansion of a traditionally narrow category of defamation per se. Given the continuing growth of instate drilling for natural gas, discouraging good faith allegations of environmental harm, even when such allegations ultimately prove false, may stanch public debate over the risks and benefits of fracking. Accusations of pollution by oil and gas companies are all too commonplace amidst today’s swell of environmentalism. Even if such statements do tend adversely to reflect on a natural gas producer’s fitness to conduct business, companies should be required to produce evidence of special damages before such statements become actionable. False accusations of environmental harm, especially within the context of fracking, should not be sheltered under the blanket of defamation per se.

50. See id. at 596 (“As defamation per se, damages to its reputation are presumed, although the presumption alone will support only an award of nominal damages.”).
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